NAME/ID #
Teacher: ________________________________
Period: _____ Date: _________ Grade: _____

Student Opinions
To help improve this class, we would like your feedback. Your participation is voluntary and
you may leave any question blank that you do not want to answer.
Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Strongly
Disagree

(1)

(2)

Moderately
Agree

(3)

(4)

Strongly
Agree

(5)

Math is interesting.
Doing well in Technology class is
important to me.
The math I learn in school has no
relevance to my life.
I can do well in Technology class without
understanding the math.
Math is important for constructing tasks
in Technology class.
I find math confusing.
Being able to do math makes learning
Technology easier.
Math and Technology are closely
connected.
I do not understand why I need to study
math.
I am interested in a math or technology
related career.
I am able to solve complex math
problems.
I like to do Technology projects that
require math.
I expect to use a lot of math in this class.
My Technology teacher must understand
a lot of math.
How much time did you spend on learning math when you were learning how to build a
bedroom in Technology this year?
_____ None

_____ 1-3 days a month

_____ 1-3 days a week
OVER
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_____ Almost every day

Please rate how confident you are that you could do each of the following
Not at all
confident

I can…

(1)

Measure and calculate with standard
units (e.g., inch, foot, yard)
Solve problems that involve money
Solve ratio problems
Calculate volume, mass or density
Calculate area and perimeter
Use graphs to show growth
Analyze graphs
Use computers to draw figures
Work with proportions

(2)

Somewhat
confident

(3)

(4)

Very
confident

(5)

Please rate yourself as a Math student?

___Poor

___Fair

___Good

___Excellent

Rate yourself as a Technology student?

___Poor

___Fair

___Good

___Excellent

What grade do you expect to get in Math this quarter?

_______________

What grade do you expect to get in Technology this quarter? _______________
Not at all Somewhat Helpful

Very Helpful

How helpful was it to learn math in Technology?
Do you better understand the math that was
taught in Technology?
Do you think you will use Google Sketch-up or Google Maps
again to create projects during your spare time?

YES

NO

Did you have fun working with math during Technology class?

YES

NO

Would you like to learn math in Technology again?

YES

NO

What recommendations do you have for another Technology teacher who wants to include math
instruction in a Technology class? What could be done to help you better learn math in
Technology class?

How will you use what you learned in technology class?

Thank you!

